Nippon India Balanced Advantage Fund
(An open ended dynamic asset allocation fund)

Keeps adapting as per the situation...

Equity market is volatile by nature. Our dynamic asset allocation model aims to optimise your equity investments as per the prevailing market situation regularly.

So that you can aspire for better risk-adjusted returns!

Unbiased model based equity allocation | Actively managed stock portfolio | Attempts to generate better risk-adjusted returns | Equity Taxation

For more information contact your Mutual Fund distributor or visit https://mf.nipponindiaim.com

Nippon India Balanced Advantage Fund (An Open Ended Dynamic Asset Allocation Fund)

This product is suitable for investors who are seeking:
- Long term capital growth.
- Investment in equity & equity related instruments, debt, money market instruments and derivatives.

*Investors should consult their financial advisors if in doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
We proposed a panel, but unions said talk to all, says Agriculture Minister Tomar

Farmer unions begin talks with Centre; say no to panel, agree to revert with objections

Farmer representatives of 35 farmer unions who met with the Centre on Tuesday were unhappy with proposals by the government for a new law to protect farmers. While some members of the 35-member group advocated holding talks with the government, others said they would not agree to a panel that is the government’s way of avoiding talking directly with farmers. Some farmers who met the Centre on Tuesday also said they would not agree to a panel that is the government’s way of avoiding talking directly with farmers.

DVC Phase 2: South Kashmir pulls down valley turnout to 33%
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In name of conversion, UP ‘love jihad’ law targets inter-faith unions

Shifts burden of proof, keeps ‘allurement’ wide open

APURVA VISHWANATH NEW DELHI/DECEMBER 1
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The Centre unions have agreed to continue talks.

The party’s general secretary Ajay Chautala, who was among the farmers’ leaders present in the meeting, said it was high time the government gave in to the demands of the farmers. “They are fighting for their rights. The government has not given in to their demands,” Chautala said.

He said the Centre would be sitting with farmers on the roads, Ajay Chautala’s wife, Badhra, is Ajay Chautala’s wife, and the leader has been camping on the roads for the last three months.

The meeting was attended by around 40.5 people, including farmers, political leaders, and farmers’ leaders. The meeting was called to discuss the ongoing farmers’ protest against the new farm laws introduced by the government.
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The airport recorded 1.9 million domestic passengers in October, which is 42 percent of the average winters, pollution levels in Delhi soar, posing serious health risks to the public, especially the elderly and those with respiratory problems. The Delhi government has taken several measures to combat air pollution, including increasing the use of public transport, promoting electric vehicles, and implementing Odd-Even restrictions on vehicle use.

The airport has also implemented contactless services, such as thermal screening at the entrance, and the use of UV tunnels to sanitize luggage. These measures have helped to reduce the risk of transmission of respiratory infections, including Covid-19.

The airport's CEO, Mr. Arvind Gupta, said, "We are committed to ensuring that travel is safe and seamless during these challenging times. We are grateful to the airport authorities and our partners for their support in implementing these measures."
NEW DELHI: A Delhi court has told the想想 of farmers to keep up the fight until their demands are met.

Not just farmers at protest as students join chorus too

BRIEFLY

PTI:Ghazipur-Akshardham flyover is currently open. "Delhi Police is putting up checkpoints but at our insistence, they have decided to move to an earl..." said the student leader. "Our protest is on and will continue..."

Photographer: Amit Mehra

NEW DELHI: With just a month remaining before the Supreme Court’s decision on the |Rajasthan High Court’s (HC) |MCDs. New Delhi: A Delhi court has ordered the police to ensure that the farmers continue to protest until their demands are met. The court also directed the police to not arrest any of the farmers participating in the protest.

Rohit Tiwari murder: Court denies bail to his wife, says she can influence witnesses
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GOVERNANCE CAN MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE UTTAR PRADESH LEADING BY EXAMPLES

LISTING of Lucknow Municipal Corporation Bond at Bombay Stock Exchange and Interactive session with Business Leaders & Industry Captains with Yogi Adityanath
Chief Minister, Uttar Pradesh

Date: 2nd December, 2020
Venue: Hotel Trident, Mumbai

- MoUs worth ₹4.68 lakh crore signed during Investors Summit
- Industrial projects worth more than ₹3 lakh crore commenced
- More than 2.29 lakh NOCs issued to companies through single window portal ‘Nivesh Mitra’
- Formation of 21 new investor-friendly policies
- ₹50,000 crore investment intents received in Defence Industrial Corridor
- Loans worth ₹29,000 crore granted to 10.51 lakh MSME units
- Development of 29 airports
- 341 km Purvanchal Expressway
- 297 km Bundelkhand Expressway
- 91 km Gorakhpur Link Expressway
- 594 km Ganga Expressway in progress
- Formation of ODP Programme to take local products global
- Employment to over 1.25 crore people through Aastmani/urban Uttar Pradesh Rojgar Programme

Expressways
Proposed Jewar International Airport
Proposed Defence Industrial Corridor
Proposed Film City

Welcome to the land of infinite opportunities
- 3rd largest economy contributing 8% to national GDP
- Largest consumer market in India
- Known as State of Expressways with largest network of railways & 2nd largest network of roads in India
- Amongst the top 5 manufacturing States of India with highest no. of MSMEs (more than 90 lakh)

Information & Public Relations Department, Uttar Pradesh
**New farm laws will be disaster**: RLD plans protests across UP

---

**Invited for Langar**

Invited for Langar is now inviting small producers, farmers, and women to visit and prepare Langar for them. This includes various events throughout the year, such as festivals, marriages, and other gatherings. The initiative aims to provide a platform for small producers, farmers, and women to come together and share their knowledge and experiences. The initiative encourages everyone to participate in the process of preparing Langar, which is a significant part of many cultural and social events.

---

**Moments of Meeting**

Moments of Meeting is a series of events that aim to bring together people from different backgrounds and walks of life. These events focus on creating a space for open and honest discussions and fostering a sense of community among attendees. The events cover a range of topics, including politics, culture, and social issues. Participants in these events have found them to be a valuable opportunity for learning and growth.

---

**Chattisgarh begins paddy procurement at MSP**

Chattisgarh has begun procuring paddy at the Minimum Support Price (MSP) under the Food and Agricultural Produce (Procurement and Processing) Act, 1962. The state government has announced that it will procure paddy at the MSP, which is determined by the Food Corporation of India (FCI), to ensure fair prices for farmers.

---

**GoVT speaks in alternative terms: Naga Outfit**

Naga talks: Ravi hits out at NSCN (I-M) over demand for separate flag, constitution

Security officials praised during the Hyderabad civic elections on Tuesday.

---

**'Gov't at doorsteps' drive launched in Bengal, BJP says public funds used to campaign**

**Issues sorted after meeting, claim TMC, Suvedulsilent**

---

**New Delhi, December 2, 2020**

The Centre and the BJP have sought to resolve the crisis in the state by offering to sort out all issues with rebel outfit NSCN(I-M) and other outfits. The meeting between the two sides was held in a cordial atmosphere and all issues were sorted out.

---

**Strategic move ahead of polls**

With 9 months to go for the assembly polls, the government is making strategic moves to ensure its dominance in the state. The government is focusing on key initiatives such as the implementation of the new farm laws, which are being marketed as a major achievement of the government. The government is also emphasizing the benefits of its various schemes and initiatives, which are being highlighted as ways to improve the lives of the people.

---

**PM farmers to mark Dec 3 as ‘anti-corporate day’, intensify agitation**

---

** inviting PM farmers to mark December 3 as ‘anti-corporate day’ and intensify agitation.**

---

**Manmadha Centre on PM CARES**

Mr. Partha Paul, Convener of Manmadha Centre on PM CARES, is organizing various programs to support farmers and agricultural workers in the state. The initiative aims to create awareness about the benefits of PM CARES and to help farmers and agricultural workers access the available support systems.

---

**Manmadha Centre’s action plan**

The Manmadha Centre on PM CARES is working on an action plan to support farmers and agricultural workers in the state. The initiative aims to address the concerns of farmers and agricultural workers, and to help them access the available support systems. The initiative is also focusing on creating awareness about the benefits of PM CARES and on encouraging farmers and agricultural workers to participate in the available support systems.

---
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Kerala CPM disapproves of Isaac's criticism of Vigilance raid

Kerala CPM has disapproved of the state Finance Minister Thomas Isaac's public criticism of the Vigilance Department's raid at his residence. The CPM has alleged that the raid was politically motivated.

The CPM has stated that Isaac is in a position to take a decision as he is the Finance Minister and has denied that the raid was conducted without his prior knowledge. The CPM has also mentioned that the Government of Kerala has done nothing to prevent the raid.

The CPM has further stated that the raid was an attempt to silence Isaac's public criticism of the government. The CPM has alleged that the government has been trying to silence the opposition voices and has been using the Vigilance Department for political purposes.

The CPM has also mentioned that the state Finance Minister has the power to take a decision regarding the raid and has denied that the raid was conducted without his prior knowledge. The CPM has further stated that the government has been trying to silence the opposition voices and has been using the Vigilance Department for political purposes.

The CPM has also mentioned that the state Finance Minister has the power to take a decision regarding the raid and has denied that the raid was conducted without his prior knowledge. The CPM has further stated that the government has been trying to silence the opposition voices and has been using the Vigilance Department for political purposes.
SC questions Gujarat over hospital fires

A naval version of the BrahMos supersonic cruise missile successfully test-fired by the Indian Navy in the Bay of Bengal on Tuesday.

The test-firing, conducted by the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), was successful and the weapon hit the target in the Bay of Bengal.

The missile, which can travel at a speed of Mach 2.5, was launched from INS Vikrant, the Navy’s newest aircraft carrier.

The test was carried out as part of the ongoing tests of the BrahMos missile, which was developed by DRDO in collaboration with Russian company Almaz-Antey.

The BrahMos missile is a supersonic cruise missile that can be fired from ships, submarines and land-based launching systems.

In recent years, the Indian Navy has been focusing on developing its capabilities in the field of supersonic and cruise missiles, as part of its modernisation efforts.

The test-firing came two days after the Indian Navy conducted a live firing of the BrahMos surface-to-surface missile from the INS Vikrant.

The BrahMos missile has been tested several times in the past, with successful launches taking place in various test sites in India, including the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal.

The latest test, conducted from the INS Vikrant, is part of the ongoing developmental phase of the BrahMos missile, and is expected to provide valuable data for improving the weapon’s performance.

The Indian Navy has been actively developing its indigenous missile capabilities in recent years, as part of its efforts to enhance its self-reliance in defence production.

The test-firing comes against the backdrop of the Indian Navy’s ongoing modernisation efforts, which include the acquisition of new warships and submarines, as well as the development of new weapon systems.

The BrahMos missile is seen as a key component of the Indian Navy’s maritime capabilities, as it provides the Navy with a potent strike capability, capable of hitting targets at long ranges.

The test-firing was conducted as part of the routine developmental testing of the BrahMos missile, and is part of the ongoing efforts to validate the weapon’s performance in different operational scenarios.

The successful test-firing will provide valuable data for further developmental and optimisation work on the BrahMos missile, and will help improve its performance and reliability.

The test-firing is a significant milestone in the ongoing development of the BrahMos missile, and is expected to further enhance the Indian Navy’s capabilities in the field of precision-strike weapon systems.
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been examined by the prosecution, most of them victims of the blast, who have suffered injuries.

Six persons lost their lives while over 100 were injured in the blast on September 29, 2008. Last year, the court had said that it would not grant exemption from appearance to any accused unless a cogent reason is provided.

The special court conducting the trial into the 2008 Malegaon blast case on Tuesday directed the National Investigation Agency (NIA) to summon witnesses while asking all seven accused to attend the hearings against comic artist Rachita Taneja for contempt proceedings against her.

Meanwhile, the NIA on Wednesday said that it has arrested Sub-Inspector Paotinsat Guite, an official BSF spokesperson.

NIA personnel arrested Sub-Inspector Paotinsat Guite, an official BSF spokesperson, on Wednesday. Guite is the fourth soldier to be killed in a month as Pakistan violates ceasefire.
**RIPPLE OF UNCERTAINTY**

Assassination of Iranian nuclear scientist threatens renewal of US-Iran talks in state conflict

By UMA JAGANNATH Sahoo, the Iranian president in charge of the Quds Force, said on Wednesday that the assassination of Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, who was widely known as the father of Iran's nuclear programme, had made the country’s situation “very difficult”.

In his remarks at a meeting with members of the Iran-Iraq Parliamentary Friendship Group, Sahu said that Fakhrizadeh had been a “very important figure” in Iran's nuclear programme, and his assassination had caused the country's situation to become “very difficult”.

Sahu also praised the work done by Fakhrizadeh in developing Iran's nuclear capabilities, adding that his efforts had contributed significantly to advancing Iran’s nuclear technology.

The assassination of Fakhrizadeh, a nuclear scientist who had worked on Iran's nuclear programme, has been widely condemned by international leaders and organizations, with many expressing concern about the impact of the attack on efforts to resolve the conflict in the region.

**MEND AND REPAIR**

Centre’s tax collections picked up pace in October: It should increase its spending, import a positive impulse to economy

In October, the Centre’s tax collections increased by 12%, marking the highest growth in tax revenue in a year, according to government data. The collections, which include corporate tax, excise duties, and customs duties, grew by 23.6% in October, with revenue from central GST, excise, and customs duties rising significantly.

The Centre’s tax collections grew by 12% in October, which is the highest growth in tax revenue in a year, according to government data. The collections, which include corporate tax, excise duties, and customs duties, grew by 23.6% in October, with revenue from central GST, excise, and customs duties rising significantly.
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The Centre’s tax collections grew by 12% in October, which is the highest growth in tax revenue in a year, according to government data. The collections, which include corporate tax, excise duties, and customs duties, grew by 23.6% in October, with revenue from central GST, excise, and customs duties rising significantly.
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Sow the seeds of justice

Demands for MSP as a legal right are not well-advised. But farmers’ apprehensions about role of mandis and terms of procurement under new laws need to be addressed

Sukhilal Singh

WHEN THE COUNTRY was debating the new farmer laws, one question that was often asked was: will farmers benefit? Or, a bit more provocatively, will they benefit? This was a legitimate question. Farmers are demanding a repeal of the new laws, and their genuine concerns about low prices and unfair procurement terms need to be addressed. But it is also important to note that the new laws are not the only solution. Even before the new laws came into effect, farmers were facing issues with mandis and procurement. For instance, the procurement of produce in mandis is governed by the Minimum Support Price (MSP) system, which was designed to ensure a fair price for farmers. However, there were instances where farmers were not able to sell their produce at MSP or were sold below MSP. This is a clear indication that the MSP system is not working as intended.

The demand for MSP as a legal right is not well placed. If private players decide to buy at MSP and reap other benefits like agricultural produce, and PDS decides to process purchase orders, then farmers can be assured of selling their produce at MSP. However, if private players do not buy at MSP and rather import agricultural produce, and PDS decides to purchase production, then farmers will be up against competition. In such a scenario, the government can ensure that farmers are paid a fair price for their produce through measures like minimum support prices or other interventions.

In conclusion, the government needs to ensure that farmers are paid a fair price for their produce, either through MSP or through other mechanisms. The new laws are not the only solution, and the government needs to address the issues faced by farmers in the current procurement system. Only then can we say that we are truly fulfilling our commitment to protect the rights of farmers.
NOTICE FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (EOI)
FOR IDENTIFYING EPC/HAM AGENCIES

Haryana Irrigation and Water Department (HIWRD) intends to identify EPC/HAM agencies as per requirements In the EOI document and interested in the Project to be implemented under Hybrid Annuity based PPP Model (HAM).

The EOI document and details can be downloaded from:

www.y.nic.in

Procurement & Disposal Division
Name of the Officer, Kathura Block Distt. Sonipat.
Name of the Officer, Uka Division, HP: PWD, Uka.

NOTICE INVITING TENDERS

The Governor of Haryana is inviting the bids from eligible bidders through online bids in the following works:

1. Restoration of Rain damages on Una Santokhgarh Tabba, Tehsil & District Una (HP) (SH: -C /O 126, 33.59, 259/- 9,200/- Three 350/- Class-C &
2. Construction of Community Centre at Jalgran, Tehsil Wali & District Una (HP) (SH: -C /O 113, 22, 2,82,391/- 42,000/- Three 500/- Class- C &
3. Construction of Community Centre at Parwana, Tehsil Wali & District Una (HP) (SH: -C /O 113, 19, 49,74,599/- 9,000/- Two 500/- Class-C &

The scope of the work can be increased/ decreased without any Notice. The offers of the tenderer are subject to the condition that if the offer does not contain the conditions of equal terms and conditions as per EOI document.

The earnest money in the shape of F.D. Rs if any of the Nationalized Bank in H.P. duly pledged in favour of undersigned and other Technical Documents in Executive Engineer, Uka Division, HP: PWD, Uka by the authorized officer. In their interest, all the matters will be taken up on next working day at the same time and venue. The date of technical bid opening, evaluation of technical bids and submission of application by valuers is 19.12.2020 at 11.00 A.M. in presence of the intending contractor so that their authorized representatives who may like to be present. If it happens to be holiday on the day of opening of financial bids, the same will be opened on the next working day at the same time and venue.

The tenderer is advised to be present along with original documents at the time of opening of financial bids will be intimated separately after evaluation of technical bids.

The tender without earnest money and fees will not be opened.

The societies shall produce an attested copy of resolution of the cooperative society duly attested from the competent authority of cooperatives department for issuance/participation in the tenders.

No payment for the carriage of material will be paid to the supplier/contractor/firms. All the rates shall be inclusive for carriage for various sites of Kathura Block Distt. Sonipat.

The tender form rate tender on PWD Form No. 6 & 8 are hereby invited by the Executive Engineer, Uka Division, HP: PWD, Uka by the authorised officer. In their interest, the intending contractor so that their authorized representatives who may like to be present. If it happens to be holiday on the day of opening of financial bids, the same will be opened on the next working day at the same time and venue.

The tender without earnest money and fees will not be opened.

The offer of the tenderer is subject to the condition that if the offer does not contain the conditions of equal terms and conditions as per EOI document.

The scope of the work can be increased/ decreased without any Notice.

The offers of the tenderers will be kept open for 120 days from the date of opening of the tender.

The tender document shall be in the format of the PWD Form No. 6 & 8 as per details in column No. 6 in form of demand draft in favour of SD/ADO Kathura, Haryana. The forms can be downloaded from the website www.etenders.y.nic.in.

The tender document shall be submitted in original and 2 (two) attested copies in the sealed item rate tender on PWD Form No. 6 & 8.

Key Dates:

2. Date of Bids Opening: 19.12.2020 (11.00 HRS).

Note - The tenders for jobs No. 1 & 2 will be opened through online tender on next working day.


The cost of bid document as per detail in column No. 6 in the tender document in favour of SD/ADO Kathura, Haryana. The forms can be downloaded from the website www.etenders.y.nic.in.

TENDER DETAILS:

The Tender Documents shall be uploaded online through e-tenders.gov.in after the date of invitation for the Bids.

1. Tender Document:

The tender document shall be uploaded online through e-tenders.gov.in.

2. Submission of Original Documents:

The bidders are required to submit (a) original demand draft towards the cost of bid document and (b) original bid security/ Earnest Money Draft (EMD) duly pledged in favour of undersigned and other Technical Documents in Executive Engineer, Uka Division, HP: PWD, Uka by the authorized officer. In their interest all the matters will be taken up on next working day at the same time and venue.

3. Bid opening:

The bids shall be opened on 19.12.2020 at 11.00 HRS in the office of Executive Engineer, Uka Division, HP: PWD, Uka at 10.30 HRS.

4. Date of Financial Bid opening:

The financial bids will be opened on 19.12.2020 at 11.00 HRS in the office of Executive Engineer, Uka Division, HP: PWD, Uka.

5. Notice of Award:

The Notice of Award will be published in the official website of the executing agency. The successful bidder will be intimated by e-mail within 15 working days from the date of opening of financial bids.

6. Other details can be seen in the bidding documents. The officer inviting tender shall not be bound to accept the lowest bidder or any bidder.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION KINDLY VISIT: www.haryanaprocurement.gov.in or www.etenders.y.nic.in
Mass screening finds over 300 asymptomatic cases in Wuhan

A mass screening programme of over 10 million people across 22 districts identified 100 asymptomatic cases, but none were severe. The results are published in the journal Nature Communications.

The mass testing project took place over the four days ending on the 11th of November after the city was locked down on the 9th of November. The city is a hotspot in China, and the tests were carried out in April. The study found over 300 asymptomatic, and the asymptomatic cases, and the close contact of asymptomatic cases were all negative.

You can read more about this here: [link]

What is an emergency use approval?

Vacines and other medicines, with an approved test and method, can be approved for use by regulatory authorities without finishing all the stages of development. They can be approved in the line, the regulatory assoications will make sure that the vaccine is safe and effective.

What is the process of getting an emergency use authorisation in India?

If the vaccine works, then the government official usually will provide the vaccine approved for use on the line. They will also consider the safety and effectiveness of the vaccine. The additional tests for the vaccine are ongoing, and they will be conducted on the line. The results will be published soon.

Experiences with emergency use approval

Emergency use approval has been given to many vaccines and other medicines in different countries. These vaccines include COVID-19 vaccines, dengue vaccine, etc.

What’s different about emergency use approval?

Emergency use approval is different from the clinical trial data. The clinical trial data is collected over a longer period, and the results are published in scientific journals. Emergency use approval is given based on the available data and the regulatory authorities may give approval even if there is no clinical trial data.

What is the time frame for emergency use approval?

Emergency use approval can be given in a few days or weeks, depending on the available data and the regulatory authorities. The time frame can vary from country to country.

The emergency use approval is given to vaccines and other medicines that are intended for use in emergency situations, such as during a pandemic or a natural disaster. The approval is based on the available data and the regulatory authorities may give approval even if there is no clinical trial data.

How does Covid-19 get used in an emergency situation?

If the government official usually will provide the emergency use approval, then the vaccine will be given to the people who need it the most, such as healthcare workers, elderly people, etc.

What is the advantage of giving emergency use approval?

Giving emergency use approval can save lives in an emergency situation. The vaccine will be given to the people who need it the most, such as healthcare workers, elderly people, etc.

What are the challenges of giving emergency use approval?

Giving emergency use approval can be a challenge, as there may be questions about the safety and effectiveness of the vaccine. The regulatory authorities may need more data before giving approval.

Conclusion

Emergency use approval can be a useful tool during an emergency situation. It can save lives and help control the spread of the disease. However, it is important to ensure that the vaccine is safe and effective before giving approval.
UK's new points-based visa system opens

Two killed, several injured as car pedestrians in German city

Covid-19 vaccine sprint as Pfizer-BioNTech, Moderna seek emergency EU approval

Iran's Parliament advances bill to stop nuclear inspections

Azerbaijan fully reclams disputed lands around Nagorno-Karabakh

Nepal's female soldiers break taboos to tackle Covid crisis
**Pandemic Impact**

*States’ debt likely to soar 36% this year, reach decadal high*

Pandemic Air could see a record 365 jump in aviation fuel prices, estimated to be around 3.9% per gallon, as re-openings, according to the IFAC. The airline industry’s debt is expected to rise by 17.5% from 2019, reaching $209 billion, with aviation fuel prices already at a record high.

**PV sales growth sustains on pent-up demand; festive high**

However, almost all manufacturers witnessed a decline in month-on-month sales for the first time in seven months.

**Q2 GDP data, vaccine hopes propel Sensex closer to 45,000**

**Face of manufacturing activity slows in Nov, PMI scores 50.9**

**Innovation and Emerging Industries**

The Monetary Policy Committee's (MPC) decision to keep the policy rate unchanged and the upside for growth is likely to remain muted.

**IMPROVEMENT IN 36 COND**

The manufacturing sector is still lagging behind in terms of recovery, with the sector showing signs of weakness.

**Covid effect: Ed-tech firms invest $1.95 bn funds so far**

Ed-tech companies such as Byju’s, Unacademy, and Learnplus have invested over $1.95 billion in the Indian market in the past year, driven by the rapid growth of the sector.
Given below are four jumbled words. Solve the jumbles to make proper words and move them to the respective squares below. Select the letters in the shaded squares and jumble them to get ...

_CROSSWORD 4290:_

**Across:**
1. What confuses pictures (5-2, 4)
2. Limited (5)
3. Names landmarks or eyes or ears (7)
4. A drink and a biscuit (4)
5. Foreign capital (6)
6. A form of acceptance or assent (7)
7. Limited (5)
8. Order given by teachers (11)
9. Quiet? (5)
10. Out (5)
11. US intelligence (6)
12. Missionary (7)
13. Book sold at rummage sales (7)
14. Remove all traces (7)

**Down:**
1. A drink and a biscuit (4)
2. Names landmarks or eyes or ears (7)
3. A drink and a biscuit (4)
4. Foreign capital (6)
5. Missionary (7)
6. A form of acceptance or assent (7)
7. Quiet? (5)
8. Out (5)
9. US intelligence (6)
10. Missionary (7)
Jasprit Bumrah has just taken three wickets in eight ODIs this year, each scalping him 140 runs and 352 balls.

**Search for the magic spell**

**Jasprit Bumrah and Mohammed Shami rebund in the dead hammer, it will help in the bigger battles ahead**

Sharma Chakraborty

_A Vinesh, who has been very consistent this season, had an off day. Sharma is still trying to find some rhythm in his bowling. He bowled very wide and off the mark._

Amandeep Singh

_Kuldeep Yadav continued to impress everyone with his offspin bowling. He bowled very wide and off the mark._

Vikram Shanker

_Bumrah has bowled very wide and off the mark. He needs to find some rhythm in his bowling._

Sandeep Grewal

_Bumrah has bowled very wide and off the mark. He needs to find some rhythm in his bowling._

**Why is cricket considering concussion substitutes?**

**Like in other countries, the world too had its ‘Maradona’**

_Some of the Indians players would remember how they struggled against the Barinder Sran-led bowling attack in the 2019 World Cup._

David Luiz and Dejan Kulusevski of Italy clash during the game on November 29, 2021. (AFP)
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